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Test 6

Check    . Do you see this:?

Get a sound you like and play

Make sure 2N3904 is in right... check ring 
section...

Check      . Should see audio signal at 6-8V. It should be slightly larger than 
what it was at Rb. (Switch to AC mode and zoom in)

Ring section

Rb quiet audio signal
at 0.7 to 1.0V

Rc

Replace the Ring tweaking resistor with a 10k. If that doesnt work, try 
10k+4k7 in series, then try two 47ks in parallel. Then try a 47k

TURN THE AMP DOWN! Turn trim pot down. Turn ring all the way up. Turn the trim 
pot up till it starts to make noise on its own. You want it to be just at that point but 
not actually making noise when you don't play. If it never makes noise on its own 
(it'll be like a siren) then somethings wrong, tweak the ring section again especially 
the last step.

Final Tweaks
(pots/knobs are tight, room for battery, board doesnt short out on the box or stomp switch
is labelled and has "www.commonsound.com", knockout plugs are JBwelded or torch brazed
etc.. see the "Final tweaks" sheet)

Test 7. Speed: max up
Depth:max up   Ring: max up

Height Tweak

Should be no 
warbling or wavy 
sound (basically 
clean)

Play and listen

Should start to 
hear some 
warbling sound

Should hear the 
warble much higher 
in pitch but just 
barely present

Should hear no 
warbling or wavy 
sound (basically clean)

Turn height trim pot up 
(less resistance) until 
it's just barely warbling

Put a 47k resistor inbetween 
"height 3" on the board and the 
height pot's pin 3. If it doesnt 
pass the test now, try a 100k 
instead. Next, try a 10k.

1. 2. 3. 4.
Height pot:

turn height pot up 
an 1/8 turn and 
then do this:


